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JUNIOR COLLECTION  

AUTUMN-WINTER 2023-24 
 
 
 

The Eleventy Junior Autumn-Winter 2023-24 collection is a meeting between tailoring and 
functional practicality with an unmistakable college style, narrated by way of a mix and 
match of fabrics and colours. As is the case with the adult line, even the kid's wardrobe 
constitutes premium-quality looks sporting the contemporary allure that has always 
distinguished the brand. 
 
The palette sees natural colours feature as the common denominator: shades of beige and 
sand accompany dusty tones, the leitmotif of each collection. Air force blue represents this 
season's novelty hue, combining with navy blue and mélange grey, featuring in the details 
so as to add the finishing touch. Burgundy is instead the perfect splash of color proposed in 
combination with cloud white and light beige. 
 
The fabrics and details are inspired by the mountains and Nordic styling, emphasising the 
care taken when researching the materials: velvet, wool, chenille and flannel are the 
absolute protagonists of the Eleventy kid's winter days wardrobe. 
 
 
BOY’S 
The boy's wardrobe is composed of iconic, linear and immediate pieces. The elegance of 
pinstriped attire is played down by college-style outfits. 
The cotton and wool-blend sweatshirts with terry stitch patches - to be worn under jackets 
or alone - bestow a sporty twist upon looks complemented by drawstring trousers. The Texas 
shirts - boasting different patterns - are combined with cargo pants and jeans, while the 
knitwear makes use of variété workmanship for cardigans, crew-neck and high-neck 
sweaters. 
The outerwear offering is extensive: coats, down jackets and sleeveless jackets available 
with various different fits alternate with the eco shearling studded jacket, designed for both 
boys and girls. For an urban-chic style, we present the coarse corduroy pea coat. 
The accessories complete the Smart Luxury wardrobe for kids attentive to detail, even in 
the coldest of seasons with hats, scarves and gloves, suitable for every occasion. 
 
GIRL’S 
For the winter season, the Eleventy girl is inspired by the boy's looks, re-interpreting them with 
uber-feminine details: turtlenecks and shirts combine with cargo trousers sporting puffed 
side pockets, while the college-style jacket creates a coordinated set when worn with the 
flounced mini skirt. 
The knitwear is cosy and enveloping, enhancing the material aspects of the yarn with 
Norwegian patterns that feature on mini dresses and sweaters, perfect for wearing on chilly 
afternoons. 
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The outerwear evokes the men's lines, transforming them: faux fur collars are added to the 
coats and flannel and silver lurex details combine in the nylon parkas, for a formal yet casual 
interpretation of elegance, consistent with the style of the Maison. 
The accessories provide the looks with a feminine touch: mariner’s caps, elegant berets 
and balaclavas are paired with gloves and scarves, sporting the colours that permeate the 
collection. 
 
The footwear brings the two lines together: both the boy’s and girl’s offerings see sneakers, 
nappa loafers and hiking boots complete the outfits in perfect Eleventy style. 
 


